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Step into elegance with decking that continues with the art of outdoor
living. Cevisco-Frame, Cevisco's cutting-edge outdoor deck flooring
subframe, is a game-changer for enthusiasts of composite decking. Crafted
from galvanised steel renowned for its rot resistance, the Cevisco-Frame is
one of today's most durable and user-friendly options.

Durable and User-Friendly Design
Galvanised steel construction for superior rot resistance
Modular system for easy customisation and installation
Compatible with a wide range of composite decking materials

Tailor Your Composite Deck to Perfection
With its unique modular system, Cevisco-Frame empowers you to
customise the layout of your composite deck, fulfilling your specific needs
and desires. Seamlessly align your Cevisco-Frame with your property or
choose it as a separate, stand-alone structure to complement your garden.
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Adaptable to various deck sizes and shapes
Integrate with existing structures or create a standalone feature
Personalise your outdoor space to reflect your style

Enhanced Features for Maximum Performance
Equipped with pre-fitted eco-friendly strips, Cevisco-Frame takes your
decking experience to the next level. These strips serve a multifunctional
purpose by reducing noise, absorbing impact, and providing optimal
stability.

Eco-friendly strips for noise reduction and impact absorption
Improved stability for a safer and more enjoyable decking experience
Low-maintenance design for hassle-free upkeep
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Elevate Your Outdoor Living Experience
Transform your outdoor space into a haven of relaxation and
entertainment with Cevisco-Frame. Our innovative decking subframe
offers unparalleled durability, customisation options, and enhanced
features that set it apart from the competition.
Contact Us for a Personalised Consultation
Ready to bring your dream deck to life? Our team of experts is here to
guide you through the process and help you create the perfect outdoor
oasis. Contact us today to schedule a personalised consultation and
discover how Cevisco-Frame can elevate your outdoor living experience.
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